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Graphene-Armored Aluminum Foil with Enhanced
Anticorrosion Performance as Current Collectors for
Lithium-Ion Battery
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Huaying Ren, Jingyuan Shan, Peng Gao, Zhongfan Liu,* and Hailin Peng*
Current collectors are essential components in rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), whose primary tasks are to
efficiently bridge the internal and external
circuits.[1,2] Regardless of multifarious
electrode materials, aluminum (Al) foil
and copper (Cu) foil are the most wellestablished current collectors for positive
and negative electrode materials in LIBs,
respectively, probably due to their high
electric conductivity, moderate chemical
and electrochemical stability, and more
importantly, low cost, etc.[3] However,
both Al foil and Cu foil are susceptible
to localized corrosions during long-term
cycling.[4–9] Serious consequences can be
readily perceived, including the increase
of resistance, electric isolations of the
active materials, the microshort-circuits
induced by resultant Al/Cu fragments,
the undesired parasitic side reactions,
etc.[7,10] Therefore, the corrosions of Al/
Cu foil are widely recognized as a nontrivial factor contributing to the degradation/failure of battery performance and
reduced service life.[6,11] Strikingly, the anodic corrosions of
Al foil are particularly prominent, considering the thermodynamic standard electrode potential of Al3+/Al (1.38 V vs Li+/
Li) is much below the normal operating potential of most positive electrode.[8] As a result, the corrosions of Al foil not only
deteriorate the long-term performances of current 4 V LIBs
but also are generally believed to be a bottleneck for next-generation 5 V LIBs.
According to the well-defined model of the anodic corrosion
of Al foil in organic electrolytes, the corrosion process is composed of consecutive elementary steps.[8,12,13]
First, driven by electrochemical force, the formation of Al3+
takes place

Aluminum (Al) foil, as the most accepted cathode current collector for
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), is susceptible to local anodic corrosions during
long-term operations. Such corrosions could lead to the deterioration or even
premature failure of the batteries and are generally believed to be a bottleneck
for next-generation 5 V LIBs. Here, it is demonstrated that Al foil armored by
conformal graphene coating exhibits significantly reinforced anodic corrosion
resistance in both LiPF6 and lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulphonyl) imide
(LiTFSI) based electrolytes. Moreover, LiMn2O4 cells using graphene-armored
Al foil as current collectors (LMO/GA) demonstrate enhanced electrochemical performance in comparison with those using pristine Al foil (LMO/PA).
The long-term discharge capacity retention of LMO/GA cell after ≈950 h
straight operations at low rate (0.5 C) reaches up to 91%, remarkably superior
to LMO/PA cell (75%). The self-discharge propensity of LMO/GA is clearly
relieved and the rate/power performance is also improved with graphene
mediations. This work not only contributes to the long-term stable operations
of LIBs but also might catalyze the deployment of 5 V LIBs in the future.
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+
−
Aluminum oxide → Al3(ad
) + O2 ( g ) + e

(1)

Al → Al(3ad+ ) + 3e −

(2)

Then, the unstable Al3+ (strong Lewis acid) tends to be coordinated or solvated to form complexes adsorbing on the surface
with the participation of anion or solvent molecules
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Al3(ad+ ) + anion/solvent → Al-complexes(ad )



(3)

Finally, the complexes adsorbing on the surface diffuse into
the bulk electrolyte solution
Al-complexes(ad ) → Al-complexes(sol )



(4)

Obviously, according to this scenario, the corrosions of Al
foil are induced by complicated and interdependent factors,
including the applied anodic voltage,[5] the composition of the
electrolyte,[7,8] the integrity and uniformity of the native oxide
passive layer,[7] and even the coverage of the active material,[6] etc.
Particularly, the protecting effects of native oxide layer on the
anodic corrosion of Al foil are useful rather subtle. On one hand,
the native oxide layer efficaciously overcomes the unfavorable
thermodynamic factor and endows kinetic stability to Al foil as
cathode current collector.[8] However, such protecting effects turn
out to be fairly subtle and particularly dependent upon the electrolyte composition, presumably due to the kinetic nature.[6,8]
For example, LiPF6-based electrolyte, the state-of-the-art and
benchmark electrolyte for LIBs imparted with best trade-off
electrochemical properties, is also verified to be significantly
superior to its counterparts in protecting the Al foil from corrosion.[7,14,15] This magic power of LiPF6 is generally attributed
to the additional formation of AlF3 on top of oxide layer in the
early cycles with the participation of F−, originating from the
unavoidable thermal decomposition of LiPF6 and its ready reaction with trace amount of H2O in the electrolyte.[9,14,16] The
insoluble AlF3 could improve the anticorrosion abilities of Al
foil by efficiently passivating further solvation/coordination
attacked by the anion and solvent molecules. Nonetheless, considering the tenuous thickness of AlF3 (≈1 nm)[16,17] and accidental inhomogeneities of local current density,[5] the Al foil in
the LiPF6-based electrolyte is still subjected to pits corrosion
during long-term operations attributed to the accidental breakdown of the protective layers.[6,18] Reasonably, this situation
could be further exacerbated by the use of high-voltage positive
electrode materials, such as LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, LiCoPO4, etc.[19]
Compared with LiPF6, imide-based electrolytes like lithium
bis(trifluoromethanesulphonyl) imide (LiTFSI), lithium
bis(fluorosulfonyl) imide (LiFSI), etc., turn out to be much
more corrosive to Al foil.[7,8,14,15] The reason is self-evident:
imides are much more stable than LiPF6, so no passive films
like AlF3 could form.[13,20] Recently, superconcentrated imide
electrolyte was demonstrated to be efficacious in inhibiting the
corrosion of Al foil.[13,19,21,22] The plausible reason is that owing
to the dramatically reduced numbers of free anions or solvent
molecules in superconcentrated electrolyte, both the formation
of Al-complexes and desorption of Al-complexes are inhibited
consequently. Such exciting findings are indeed scientifically
enlightening, yet seem technologically nonviable in light of the
compromised lithium-ion conductivity as well as the significantly elevated cost. Other dedicated efforts, such as developing
additives,[20] fine-tailoring the anion size[4,23] and the solvent
compositions,[24] and so on, have achieved limited success.
Clearly, whatever electrolyte systems are, the corrosion of
Al foil as current collector is still a haunting issue plaguing
the long-term performance and reducing the service life of
LIBs. For the deployment of 5 V LIBs in the future, which
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is imperative among the battery community to increase the
energy density, the case would be further exacerbated.[1]
Here, we use graphene film, a 2D layered semimetal which
is impermeable to species except proton,[25] as electrically conductive coating layers and interfacial barrier layers to enhance
the anticorrosion performances of Al foil. In detail, the multilayer graphene (MLG) films, which are directly and conformally grown on industrial Al foil via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) method, serve as extraordinary
conductive shield that could efficiently thwart the attacks of the
anions or other coordinating species to Al3+. As a consequence,
the possibility of the coordination between Al3+ and other species would be drastically minimized or even disabled. And thus,
the Al foil armored with conductive graphene sheath shows
significantly reinforced resistance against the anodic corrosions
(Figure 1). Moreover, using LiMn2O4 as a model system, the
cells using graphene-armored Al foil (GA) as current collectors
demonstrate enhanced electrochemical performance, including
better long-term cycling performance at low rate, relieved selfdischarge propensity, and enhanced rate/power performance.
The MLG on Al foil was synthesized via PECVD method. The
primary consideration of choosing PECVD method is that it is
capable of synthesizing graphene at relatively low temperature,
considering the melting point of Al foil (≈660 °C). The growth
temperature was set to be 600 °C, which is below the melting
point of Al foil (see the Experimental Section for details). This
growth condition ensures that compared with pristine Al foil
(PA), there are no macroscopic or microscopic morphology
changes of GA (Figure 2a and Figure S1, Supporting Information). Raman spectrum shows that the as-synthesized graphene
films are considerably high-quality despite of the low synthesis
temperature (Figure 2b). The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic
(XPS) signal of C 1s shows the dominant sp2 nature of as-synthesized MLG (Figure 2c). Notably, the relatively high ratio of
C–O suggests the efficient bondings between MLG and the
native oxide layer, implying the tight adhesion and good electrical contacts of MLG on Al foil. Cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image unambiguously shows no
visible gap between MLG and Al foil, which confirms its superiority to the reported transfer methods.[26,27] After the Al foil was
etched in dilute HCl solution (aq. 0.05 m), the as-synthesized
MLG was carefully transferred onto holey grids without any polymer media for TEM observations to determine the uniformity.
TEM observations clearly corroborate that the as-synthesized
graphene are uniform film without pinholes, suggesting that
Al foil is conformally coated with MLG (Figure 2f). The thickness of graphene films is generally 9–12 layers (growth time
was about 7 min, inset of Figure 2f).
To diagnose the anodic corrosion properties of GA, we carried out harsh electrochemical tests of the pristine aluminum
foil and graphene-armored aluminum foil. Briefly, 2016-type
coin cells were fabricated by using GA (or PA) as positive
electrode and lithium foil as counter/reference electrode (i.e.,
GA(or PA)/electrolyte/Li) for cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronoamperometry (CA) examinations. To exclude the influence of
the electrolyte dose, 30 µL electrolyte (1 m LiPF6 or LiTFSI) was
standardly added for each cell.
For the first cycle of CV, the anodic current of GA is comparable to or slightly lower than that of PA (PA 1) and the upturn
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of graphene-armored aluminum foil with enhanced anticorrosion property as current collectors for LIBs. For the sake of presentation, the sizes of Al3+ and
the anion/ solvent species are not commensurate with their real species and graphene sheath
is simplified into one layer.

inflection voltage (Vup) of GA1 (4.08 V vs Li+/
Li) is also slightly higher than that of PA1 (4
V vs Li+/Li) (Figure 3a,b). Furthermore, the
anodic current of GA decreased with progressive cycling, which is presumably attributed
to the concomitant passivation. Accordingly,
the Vup is remarkably elevated up to ≈4.5 V
(vs Li+/Li) since the third cycle (Figure 3a).
However, the evolution of the CV curves of
PA seems sharply contrasted and more complicated (Figure 3b). The anodic current of
PA decreased with progressive cycling for the
early four cycles, indicative of the passivation
of PA like GA. Strikingly, it increases dramatically during the fifth cycle (PA 5). This scenario strongly implies the local breakdown
of the protective passive layers, as aforementioned. Moreover, the Vup remains nearly
unchanged (around 4 V) or even slightly
decreased. Then, the Al foils were carefully
dissembled from the cells to check the morphology change of GA/PA after CV measurements. Postmortem observations clearly
show that GA survived robustly without
any appreciable change after five CV cycles
(Figure 3c), while PA was seriously corroded
with apparent scars (Figure 3d). As previously reported,[26] quantitative XPS examinations confirm that the amount of F on the
GA after CV was far less than that on the PA,
which in turn reflects that the production of

Figure 2. Synthesis and characterization of graphene-armored Al foil via PECVD. a) Digital camera image of as-synthesized GA. b) Typical Raman
spectrum of GA. c) XPS signal of C 1s of GA. d,e) High-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image and corresponding
elemental mapping of GA. Platinum was thermally deposited to protect graphene from possible damage during sampling. f) Low-magnification TEM
image of as-synthesized multilayer graphene (MLG). Inset is high-resolution TEM image of MLG. Scale bar: 5 nm.
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Figure 3. Enhanced anticorrosion performance of GA. a,b) CV curves of GA and PA in LPF6 electrolyte, respectively. The number denotes the cycle
index. c,d) SEM images of GA and PA after CV examinations, respectively. The scale bar of the inset in (d) is 2 µm.

Al3+ from GA could be drastically inhibited (Figure S2a, Supporting Information). Logically, this means that in comparison
with PA, the corrosion degree of GA is drastically inhibited.
For CA analyses, PA and GA were anodically polarized to
4.2 V for 1 h. Similar to the results of CV examinations, GA
shows no perceptible morphology change (Figure S3a, Supporting Information). However, the PA was strikingly corroded
into patterns, which are somewhat reminiscent of the anodic
alumina oxide templates (Figure S3b, Supporting Information).[28] Likewise, XPS examinations also confirm the dramatically inhibited corrosion degree of GA (Figure S2b, Supporting
Information).
We further examine the anticorrosion performances of GA
in the more corrosive imide-based electrolyte likewise. Our preliminary result suggests that GA is also resistant against the
corrosions in LiTFSI-based electrolyte (Figure S4, Supporting
Information).
Briefly, our systematic analyses unambiguously indicate
the strong and robust anticorrosion performances of Al foil
armored by graphene in both the LiPF6-based and LiTFSI-based
electrolyte. Remarkably, extensive Raman characterizations of
the GA after both CV and CA examinations show no appreciable changes as compared with the freshly synthesized GA
(Figure S5, Supporting Information), further confirming the
excellent robustness and good adhesion of MLG on graphene.
To examine the performance of GA as current collectors for
LIBs, LiMn2O4 (Figure S6, Supporting Information) was used
as a model material system of positive electrode. Coin cells
were assembled in half cell configuration where lithium foil
serves as reference/counter electrode. Generally, the influence
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of current collector to the cell performance is usually delicate. To fairly and reliably compare the role of current collectors, we carefully assembled LiMn2O4 cells with same mass of
the loaded active materials and electrode thickness for critical
studies.
The cycling performance at low-rate of charging and discharging can be divided in to three regions: early stage I,
middle stage II, and long-term stage III (Figure 4a). During
stage I, the performances of LMO/PA and LMO/GA are nearly
the same, including the cycling trend. For example, during
the first cycle, the specific capacities of charging/discharging
are 106/101 mAh g−1 for LMO/PA and 107/100 mAh g−1 for
LMO/GA, respectively. In stage II, LMO/PA shows slightly
better performance than that of LMO/GA. However, the superiority of LMO/GA is rather prominent in terms of long-term
cycling (stage III), which shows a much slower capacity fading.
In detail, after ≈950 h straight operations at 0.5 C, the discharge
capacity retention (DCR) of LMO/GA reaches up to 91%, which
is remarkably superior to LMO/PA cell (DCR is 75%).
Undoubtedly, the decay of LMO/GA cell should be first
attributed to the intrinsic electrochemical characteristics of
LMO itself during charge and discharge, e.g., the John–Teller
effect, the dissolution of Mn, etc.[29,30] But the corrosions of
current collector (and related parasitic side reactions) also play
a part, in view of the anatomy results showing that PA suffered from far more serious corrosions than GA after cycling
(Figure S7, Supporting Information). The results validate: i) our
unbiased efforts of extracting the effect of graphene-armored Al
foil as current collectors, as confirmed by the cell performances
in early stage; ii) the corrosion of current collector is indeed
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Figure 4. Enhanced electrochemical performance of GA. a) Long-term low-rate (0.5 C, 1C = 148 mA g−1) cycling performance of LMO/PA and LMO/
GA cells. Solid and circle represent the Ccha and Cdis, respectively. b) Self-discharging properties of LMO/PA and LMO/GA cells. c,d) Rate/power performances of LMO/PA and LMO/GA cells and corresponding charge/discharge curves, respectively. Solid line and circle represent the LMO/PA and
LMO/GA cells, respectively. e) EIS analysis of LMO/PA and LMO/GA cells.

an important factor affecting the long-term performance; and
iii) the unambiguous advantage of using GA as current collectors in terms of long-term performance in spite of low rate
operation, as confirmed by the middle and late stages.
Besides, the self-discharge property is also a significant
dimension of LIBs. Previous works established that it is
closely associated with the corrosion of current collectors.[31]
In light of the dramatically improved anticorrosion properties
of GA, we compared the self-discharge performance of LMO/
PA and LMO/GA cells. The self-discharge of LMO/GA cell is
significantly relieved in the long term (Figure 4b and Figure
S8a, Supporting Information). Similarly, GA seemed to suffer
from much less serious corrosions after the self-discharge tests
(Figure S8b,c, Supporting Information).
The rate tests show that their performances are not quite distinguishable at low rate, similar to stage I in the cycling performance.
However, LMO/GA has superior rate/power performance
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(Figure 4c). The charge/discharge curves unveil that the polarization of LMO/GA is much smaller than that of its LMO/PA counterpart in the high current density regime (Figure 4d). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) diagnosis further corroborates that the enhanced kinetics arose from the reduced charge
transfer resistance with the mediation of graphene (Figure 4e).
We note that similar result has been reported for negative electrode, which shows that graphene modified copper as current
collectors would enhance rate/power performance.[32] In addition, there are other latent advantages for the graphene armored
current collectors. For instance, the adhesion between the current
collector and active materials would be tighter and closer, and the
thermal dissipation would be promoted considering the extraordinary thermal conductivity,[33] as demonstrated in the recently
released battery technologies with graphene.[34]
To sum up, by taking advantage of the impenetrable signature of graphene, we use graphene sheath to armor the Al
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foil to reinforce its anti-anodic corrosion property in both the
LiPF6-and imide-based electrolytes. More importantly, our
critical studies clearly show that LiMn2O4 cells using graphenearmored Al foil as current collectors would demonstrate superior electrochemical performance, including better long-term
cycling as well as rate performance and significantly ameliorated self-discharging property. Given the imperative among
the battery community to elevate the voltage of LIBs from the
present 4 V to 5 V in the future to increase the energy density,
the corrosions of Al foil would be reasonably more highlighted.
Ongoing efforts are dedicated to testing the performance of graphene-armored Al foil as current collectors for 5 V LIBs in our
laboratory. Finally, given the impressive progress achieved in
the mass-production of graphene,[35–37] we strongly believe our
method holds envious promise for the amelioration of the longterm stable operation of LIBs. Our work might open another
promising avenue toward the killer application of graphene and
foster a niche market of this superstar material.[38–41]

Experimental Section
MLG Synthesis via PECVD: The plasma generator was made up of
Cu coil and RF power (RFG-500 RF Power, Tailong Electronics). In a
typical procedure, commercially available Al foil (battery grade, ≈15 µm,
Shenzhen Kejing Star Technology Co., LTD) was placed in the hot center
of the furnace, with a distance of 25 cm between the sample center and
the Cu coil center. After being evacuated to base pressure of 0.1 Pa and
purged with argon for several times, the system was initially heated to
600 °C in 20 min with 100 standard-state cubic centimeter per minute
(sccm) hydrogen. Afterward, 7 sccm methane was introduced in the
system with a pressure of ≈15 Pa and plasma generator was turned on
with a power of 150 W to generate methane plasma. The deposition lasted
for 5–10 min, followed by rapid cooling process to room temperature.
Battery Electrochemistry: For anticorrosion examinations, 2016 type coin
cells were assembled using PA (GA) as working electrode and lithium
foil as counter/reference electrode in glove box (O2 < 0.5 ppm, H2O <
0.5 ppm). 30 µL electrolyte (1 m LiPF6, ethylene carbonate(EC):dimethyl
carbonate(DMC) = 50:50 vol%, purchased from Zhangjiagang Guotai
Huarong Chemical New Material Co., Ltd and used as received) was
standardly added for each cell. CV analyses were carried out in the range
of 2–5 V (vs Li+/Li) with scanning speed of 10 mV s−1. The voltage of CA
analyses was 4.2 V (vs Li+/Li) with duration of 1 h. After the CV or CA
analyses, coin cells were carefully dissembled to take PA (GA) electrodes
out and thoroughly washed with DMC for subsequent morphology
examinations. Both CV and CA tests were performed on Biologic VMP3.
To examine the electrochemical performances of LiMn2O4 cells, the
LiMnO4 half cells were assembled following conventional practices.
Briefly, LiMn2O4 powders (Alfa Aesar, 99.5% metal basis) and conducting
additives (super P) and polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) were thoroughly
mixed with 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) in the ratio of 90:5:5 to get the
slurry. Then the slurry was cast onto the current collectors (PA and GA).
And the electrodes were sequentially dried in air oven at 80 °C for 200
min and vacuum oven at 110 °C for 6 h. Finally, the electrodes were cut
into 1 cm disks and assembled into 2016 type coin cells using lithium
foil as counter/reference electrode. 30 µL electrolyte (1 m LiPF6, EC:DMC
= 50:50 vol%) was standardly added for each cell. For a fair comparison,
the mass of the loaded active material was controlled ≈6 mg cm−2 and
the overall thickness after rolling was ≈52 µm. The cells were aged for
6 h before electrochemical tests. Galvanostatic cycling was conducted
on the LAND battery tester. For the self-discharge tests, the cells were
charged to 4.5 V at the rate of 0.3 C, and then the voltage of the cells was
monitored. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements
were carried out on a Biologic VMP3 system with an excitation of 5 mV
(frequency range: 500 kHz–10 mHz).
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Characterization: Scanning electron microscopy was conducted
on Hitachi S-4800 (acceleration voltage 0.5–5 kV) and atomic force
microscopy was performed on Bruker Dimension Icon in tapping mode.
Raman spectra were collected on a Horiba HR800 Raman system
using 514 nm laser for excitation. The cross-sectional TEM sample
was prepared by using a focused ion beam system (FIB, FET Strata DB
235). The TEM images and elemental mapping (energy dispersive X-ray
spectra) were acquired in an aberration-corrected FEI microscope (Titan
Cubed Themis G2) operated at 80 kV.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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